Role of the forebrain commissure and hemispheric independence in photosensitive response of epileptic baboon, Papio papio.
The effect of monocular intermittent light stimulation (ILS) of either hemivisual field (HVF) of the full visual field (FVF) was examined in Papio papio with or without forebrain bisection. ILS of the HVF or the FVF in non-bisected baboons produced bisymmetrical and bisynchronous spike and wave which was followed by a self-sustained seizure without EEG evidence of hemispheric independence. ILS of the FVF in bisected baboons also produced bilateral spike and wave and self-sustained seizures of a similar nature. With ILS of the HVF in bisected baboons, EEG seizures lateralized largely to the contralateral hemisphere and when the ILS of the HVF was switched to the other eye similarly lateralized spike and wave and a self-sustained seizure were produced in the other hemisphere. These findings suggest that (a) the forebrain commissure, most probably the corpus callosum (and possibly the hippocampal commissure), plays a major but not unique role in the bisynchronization and generalization of the ILS-induced spike and wave and the self-sustained seizures, and (b) each hemisphere possesses independent cerebral excitability to the ILS.